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arrival of either direct-path signals received on two hydrophones or direct-path and surface-27 

reflected signals received on the same hydrophone. A Bayesian state-space model is developed 28 
to track the diving behavior. The model is fit to these detection angle estimates from at least four 29 
of the drifting vertical arrays. Results show that the beaked whales were producing echolocation 30 

pulses and are presumed to be foraging at a mean depth of 967 m (s.d. = 112 m), approximately 31 
300 m above the bottom in this basin. Some whales spent at least some time at or near the 32 

bottom. Average swim speed was 1.2 m s
-1

, but swim direction varied during a dive. The average 33 
net horizontal speed was 0.6 m s

-1
. Results are similar to those obtained from previous tagging 34 

studies of this species. These methods may allow expansion of dive studies to other whale 35 

species that are difficult to tag.  36 
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I. INTRODUCTION 37 

The detailed diving behavior of most whales is not directly observable by humans. 38 

Diving studies are especially challenging for deep-diving whales such as beaked whales (family 39 

Ziphiidae), for which each foraging dive can last more than two hours at depths of up to 3,000 m 40 

(Schorr et al. 2014). Most of what we currently know about beaked whale diving behavior comes 41 

from tagging studies. Time-depth recorders have been used to quantify dive times and depths, 42 

inter-dive periods, and descent and ascent rates (Tyack et al. 2006; Baird et al. 2008).  Acoustic 43 

recording tags have added the ability to study details related to their foraging behavior (Johnson 44 

et al. 2004; Tyack et al. 2006). Multi-sensor tags that also include accelerometers and magnetic 45 

headings allow even more detailed re-constructions of three-dimensional (3D) diving and 46 

foraging behavior (Johnson et al. 2008; Laplanche et al. 2015). However, tagging studies have 47 

been successfully applied to only a small subset of the 22 species of beaked whale. 48 

 One of the better studied species is Cuvier’s beaked whale (Ziphius cavirostris) which 49 

have been tagged in the Mediterranean (Johnson et al. 2004; Tyack et al. 2006), Hawaii (Baird et 50 

al. 2008), Southern California (DeRuiter et al. 2013; Schorr et al. 2014) and the Azores (F. 51 

Visser, pers. comm.). In general, diving behaviors were similar in different areas.  To summarize 52 

from those studies, Cuvier’s beaked whales typically conduct deep foraging dives with mean 53 

durations of 60-70 minutes and with mean inter-deep-dive periods of 60-100 minutes. During a 54 

deep foraging dive, whales descend at a rate of ~1.4-1.5 m s
-1

 to a depth of ~450 m before 55 

initiating echolocation and foraging.  Whales forage typically for ~35 min at depths of 700-2,000 56 

m (and as deep as 3,000 m) before returning to the surface. During their ascent, whales stop 57 

echolocation at a depth of ~850 m and continue to ascend at a slower rate (0.6-0.7 m s
-1

) than 58 

their descent. During inter-deep-dive periods, whales make several shorter (15-21 min) dives to 59 

shallower depths and surface multiple times during relatively short (~2-3 min) surfacing series. 60 

The only other extensively tagged beaked whale species, Blainville’s beaked whale (Mesoplodon 61 

densirostris), shows very similar behavior but generally has shorter foraging dives to shallower 62 

depths (Tyack et al. 2006; Baird et al. 2008).  63 

 Because beaked whales make regular echolocation pulses during foraging dives (Johnson 64 

et al. 2004; Zimmer et al. 2008), passive acoustic tracking is an alternative tool to study their 65 

diving behavior. To date, this approach has been largely limited to studies of sperm whales 66 

(Physeter macrocephalus). Large-aperture arrays of bottom-mounted, surface-suspended or 67 

towed hydrophones have been used to determine the 3D diving behavior of vocalizing sperm 68 

whales (Møhl et al 2000; Thode 2004; Nosal and Frazer 2007; Miller and Dawson 2009; 69 

Baggenstoss 2011).  A key element to these studies is the localization of their echolocation 70 

pulses using time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) of the sounds on multiple hydrophones. At sea, 71 

cabled hydrophone arrays are unwieldy at scales greater than a few hundred meters, so multiple 72 

autonomous recorders are often used to create larger aperture arrays. Maintaining recording 73 

synchrony is problematic for autonomous recorders because digital clocks with sufficient 74 

precision to accurately measure TDOA are not widely available in commercial recording 75 

systems. Several clever approaches have been developed to establish recording synchrony and 76 
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thereby accurately measure TDOA from widely separated hydrophones. Møhl et al. (2000), 77 

McGehee (2000), and Wahlberg et al. (2001) developed methods that used radio-linked 78 

hydrophones to record simultaneous signals on a single recorder. Møhl et al. (2001) and Miller 79 

and Dawson (2009) used precise GPS timing signals recorded synchronously with the audio 80 

recordings from each independent hydrophone to establish a precise time reference. Thode 81 

(2004) used two widely spaced elements in linear array and used surface reflections to 82 

effectively simulate a large spatial array. Baggenstoss (2011) developed TDOA methods to 83 

simultaneously localize multiple individuals. Gassmann et al (2013) described a system for 3D 84 

tracking of another species, killer whale (Orcinus orca), using a series of several cabled 85 

hydrophone arrays suspended from a floating platform. 86 

 In many ways, sperm whales are a model species for localization studies. Sperm whales 87 

produce loud echolocation clicks with source levels up to 223 dB re: 1 uPa RMS @ 1 m (Møhl et 88 

al. 2000), and even though their clicks are highly directional (Møhl et al. 2000), off-axis signals 89 

can be discerned at ranges of several kilometers (Nosal and Frazer 2007; Miller and Dawson 90 

2009). Inter-click-intervals are stable and relatively long for sperm whales, which facilitates 91 

localization of individuals within groups. Also, their deep-diving behavior makes it difficult to 92 

study this species from surface observations alone, which increases the value of passive acoustic 93 

methods. 94 

 Beaked whales of the family Ziphiidae are also hard-to-study, deep-diving whales, but 95 

aspects of their biology and behavior limit the application of the same approaches. Beaked whale 96 

echolocation pulses are much higher in frequency (10-90 kHz, Baumann-Pickering et al. 2013) 97 

than those of sperm whales (0.1-20 kHz, Nosal and Frazer 2007), which prevents the use of off-98 

the-shelf radio equipment to transmit their audio signals to a central recording system. More 99 

significantly, the echolocation pulses of the best studied species of beaked whale (Cuvier’s 100 

beaked whale and Blainville’s beaked whale) are highly directional and with an estimated -3 dB 101 

beam widths of only 6° (Zimmer et al. 2008).  Off-axis echolocation signals of Cuvier’s beaked 102 

whale are estimated to be detectable above ambient noise only to a distance of ~700 m (Zimmer 103 

et al. 2008).  Given that the typical foraging depths of this species is greater than 700 m, only on-104 

axis pulses are likely be detectable on near-surface hydrophones. Studies with large-aperture 105 

arrays of bottom-mounted arrays have shown that, due to their narrow beam widths, on-axis 106 

pulses are seldom likely to be received simultaneously on a sufficient number of hydrophones to 107 

allow localization (Ward et al. 2008). 108 

 Several approaches have been developed for 3D acoustic tracking that do not rely on the 109 

same signal being received on a widely distributed array of time-synchronized hydrophones. 110 

Gassmann et al. (2015) used a nested array configuration with two small-aperture, four-element 111 

arrays (nodes) nested within a large-aperture array of single-channel recorders for 3D tracking of 112 

Cuvier’s beaked whales. Each small-aperture array is used to estimate the direction to a sound 113 

source in three dimensions, and each hydrophone is recorded on the same instrument, so timing 114 

synchrony was not an issue. Although Gassmann et al. (2015) established recording synchrony 115 

of widely spaced elements by measuring and adjusting for clock drift, his nested method also 116 
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allows for localization without precise synchronization between recorders.  This approach can 117 

work even when the same signal is not received at both nodes, so long as signals from the same 118 

whale are received by both nodes within a time period that is short enough that animal movement 119 

is negligible. DeAngelis et al. (2017) used bearing angles from a towed hydrophone array, target 120 

motion analysis, and reflected angles to localize several species of beaked whale in the Atlantic. 121 

For sperm whales, Nosal and Frazer (2007) avoided the need for precisely synchronized 122 

recordings in 3D tracking by utilizing both direct-path and surface-reflected signals received on 123 

at least four seafloor hydrophones to localize based on signals received within a 20-sec time 124 

interval. Methods such as these that do not require the same signal to be received on widely 125 

spaced hydrophones and do not require precise time synchronization are ideal for passive 126 

acoustic tracking of beaked whales. 127 

 Here we present a passive acoustic approach to tracking the 3D diving behavior of whales 128 

using a spatial array of unsynchronized hydrophone recorders suspended under drifting buoys. 129 

Each node of this large-aperture array is comprised of a vertical array of two closely-spaced (10 130 

m), near-surface hydrophones recorded in stereo. TDOA of echolocation pulses on the vertical 131 

arrays are used to estimate declination angles. We test this nested array configuration of a large 132 

aperture, unsynchronized spatial array comprised of time-synchronized vertical arrays to study 133 

diving behavior of Cuvier’s beaked whales in the Catalina Basin, California during 2-weeks in 134 

July and August 2016. Although the same echolocation pulse is seldom received on more than 135 

two nodes, pulses are often received on 3-5 nodes within a relatively short time snapshot, 136 

allowing precise localization. We develop a discrete-time, state-space model to track whales 137 

using a movement model that constrains travel speed to biologically feasible values and a 138 

measurement model that uses the declination angles from multiple vertical arrays. Occasionally 139 

available surface reflections provide independent measurements of declination angles and allow 140 

correction for small degrees of array tilt. Aspects of diving behavior are inferred from ten 141 

estimated 3D dive tracks. 142 

 143 

II. METHODS  144 

 145 

 We use declination angles measured from a drifting array of hydrophones at ~100-m 146 

depth for both localization and tracking of Cuvier’s beaked whales. In this paper, we use the term 147 

localization to refer to the estimation of a 3D location (in planar space and depth) at a single 148 

point in time. As we use this term, localization does not use information from previous or 149 

subsequent locations.  We use the term tracking to refer to a time series of 3D locations that are 150 

estimated in a model. Within the context of the model, estimates of tracking locations are 151 

influenced by previous and past locations and can be constrained to realistic values by 152 

parameters in the model. Declination angles to the source of a beaked whale echolocation pulse 153 

are estimated using two methods: A) the TDOA of a pulse on two elements of a vertical 154 

hydrophone array and B) the TDOA of a pulse and its surface reflection on a single hydrophone. 155 

Method A provides an estimate of declination angle from the mid-point of the two elements and 156 
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is subject to error from array tilt relative to the source; this method is only used in tracking. 157 

Method B (often referred to as a virtual array, Cato 1998) provides an estimate of declination 158 

angle from the surface and is not affected by array tilt; this method is used in both localization 159 

and tracking.  160 

 161 

A. Localization  162 

 163 

 Localization of a beaked whale in three dimensions at a single point in time is achieved 164 

using the TDOA between direct-path and surface-reflected echolocation pulses (method B) 165 

received at a minimum of three locations within a short (2-min) time window. Downward 166 

conical bearing angles from four points on the sea surface converge exactly at only one point; 167 

however, angles from three locations converge at two points and can sometimes provide 168 

unambiguous localization if one of those points is implausible (deeper than the seafloor or 169 

shallower than the foraging depths of beaked whales). Exact convergence is not guaranteed given 170 

measurement error, so we use a maximum likelihood (least-squares) approach to find the best-fit 171 

point-of-convergence. Latitude (Y) and longitude (X) are expressed in kilometers using the 172 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system. At a beaked whale’s horizontal 173 

location (X, Y), the depth of a point on a downward-opening cone, j, can be estimated from the 174 

location of its apex at the sea surface (xj , yj ) and the conical angle, βj. For βj conical angles at j 175 

locations, predicted depths, Zj at (X, Y) can be estimated as 176 

 177 

Zj = Rj * tan(βj ) ,  (1) 178 

 179 

where Rj , the horizontal range of (X, Y) from apex j, is estimated as 180 

 181 

Rj =          
 
          

 
. (2) 182 

 183 

The R (R Core Team 2013) function optim is used to find the position (X, Y) that minimizes the 184 

sum of squared deviations in the estimated and mean ranges (linear fitting methods would work 185 

as well) 186 

 187 

       
  

 
     . (3) 188 

 189 

We estimate the location of beaked whales using angles estimated only from reflected signals 190 

because the measurement of these is not affected by array tilt. We assume that animal movement 191 

is small within the 2-min interval used for localizations (see Discussion) and ignore a trivially 192 

small correction for curvature of the earth. 193 

 194 

  195 
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B. Tracking 196 

 197 

 Beaked whale 3D dive tracks are reconstructed using detection angles estimated from at 198 

least four DASBRs. Locations in time and space are modeled using a hidden-Markov, state-199 

space model (MacDonald and Zucchini 1997) in a Bayesian framework. Locations are treated as 200 

a latent state constrained by an animal movement model that imposes biological feasibility 201 

constraints. Detection angles are used in a measurements model. The model is parameterized 202 

with discrete time steps of one minute (Δt). 203 

 Location in space is assumed to be a Markov function of the previous location and 204 

velocity vectors.  Here we use X as longitude and Y as latitude (again in UTM meters) and Z as 205 

depth in meters, and X’, Y’, and Z’ as corresponding velocities. Location at time i+1 can be 206 

specified as 207 

 208 

Xi+1 = Xi + X’i · Δt  (4) 209 

Yi+1 = Yi + Y’i · Δt  (5) 210 

Zi+1 = Zi + Z’i · Δt  . (6) 211 

 212 

Velocities are specified by an animal movement model that is based on x-y (horizontal) heading 213 

(H), vertical pitch (P), and speed through the water (S). 214 

 215 

X’i+1 = Si+1 · sin(Pi+1) · cos(Hi+1)  (7) 216 

Y’i+1 = Si+1 · sin(Pi+1) · sin(Hi+1)  (8) 217 

Z’i+1 = Si+1 · cos(Pi+1) . (9) 218 

 219 

Heading, pitch, and speed are estimated from previous values plus normally distributed random 220 

deviations (δ) with zero means and standard deviations taken from broad uniform distributions. 221 

 222 

Hi+1 = Hi  + δH ;  δH ~ N(mean=0,sd= σH ); σH ~U(0.05,1.0); in radians  (10) 223 

Pi+1 = Pi   + δP ;  δP ~ N(mean=0,sd= σP ); σP ~U(0.0,1.5); in radians  (11) 224 

Si+1 = Si   + δS;   δS ~ N(mean=0,sd= σS ); σS ~U(0.1,0.5); in m s
-1

  (12) 225 

 226 

 The state variables are estimated by minimizing the deviations between the observed 227 

detection angles for each DASBR and the expected detection angles given the DASBR locations 228 

and the state variables. Expected ranges (Ri,j ) at each time step i to each DASBR j are estimated 229 

as the square root of the sum of squared differences in UTM values of easting and northing (Eq. 230 

2). Predicted detection angles for direct-path (αi,j ) and reflected-path (βi,j ) angles were estimated 231 

from these range estimates, animal depth estimates (Zi ), and the mean hydrophone depth of each 232 

DASBR (Di,j ). 233 

 234 

αi,j  = atan(Ri,j / (Zi - Di,j ))  (13) 235 
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βi,j  = atan(Ri,j / Zi ) . (14) 236 

 237 

Predicted angles are modeled as the sum of observed angles (Oi,j ), normally distributed random 238 

errors (ε) with zero mean, and, for direct-path angles, a DASBR-specific correction for array tilt 239 

(Tj ). 240 

 241 

αi,j  = Oi,j  + Tj  + εαj ;  εαj ~ N(mean=0°; sd=0.80°)  (15) 242 

βi,j  = Oi,j  + εβj ;  εβj ~ N(mean=0°; sd=0.10°) . (16) 243 

 244 

Array tilt does not affect angles β estimated from surface reflections, so array tilt is assumed to 245 

be zero for these angles. In this model, ε values represent measurement error and T values 246 

represent bias in the direct-path angles. The standard deviations for εα and εβ are based on a 247 

previously measured value for direct-path and reflected angles for DASBRs (sd = 0.80° and 248 

0.10°, respectively, Barlow and Griffiths 2017). The prior distribution for the array tilt correction 249 

is modeled as a broad normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 5°. 250 

 251 

Tj  ~ N(mean=0°; sd=5.0°) . (17) 252 

 253 

 The Bayesian posterior distributions of estimated location and other variables are 254 

estimated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms as implemented in OpenBUGS 255 

software (Lunn et al. 2009). A short description of this software, alternative methods for fitting 256 

state-space models, and the OpenBUGS code for this model are available in supplemental 257 

material
1
. OpenBUGS software is accessed using the R2OpenBUGS package v3.2 in R v3.4.2. 258 

Estimated parameters include the initial states (X1 , Y1 , Z1, H1, P1, S1), the standard deviations of 259 

the normally distributed, zero-mean terms (σH , σP, and σS), and the DASBR-specific values of 260 

the deviations in heading, pitch and speed between each time step in the model (δH , δP , and δS ). 261 

Non-informative uniform distributions (Lunn et al. 2012) were used for initial speed, pitch and 262 

heading (H1, P1, S1). To improve convergence, a plausible initial location (X1 , Y1 , Z1) was 263 

determined by trial and error, and this initial location was specified as a normally distributed 264 

prior with a standard deviation of 1 km horizontally and 0.3 km vertically.  Speeds (Si) are 265 

constrained to biologically plausible values (0.25 to 3.5 m s
-1

). Posterior probabilities were based 266 

on 200,000 iterations with a thinning ratio of 1:100 after a burn-in of 200,000 iterations (see 267 

Lunn et al. 2012 for an explanation of these parameters in OpenBugs). 268 

 269 

C. Array design 270 

 271 

Cuvier’s beaked whales were localized and tracked using a nested array design comprised 272 

of a large aperture array of four to eight drifting nodes.  Each node is comprised of a two-273 

element vertical array with hydrophones separated by 10 m and a two-channel autonomous 274 

digital recorder (see Figure 2 in Griffiths and Barlow 2015).  The nodes were deployed initially 275 
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in two north-south rows with ~900 m separation between rows and between nodes within each 276 

row (Fig. 1); however, this array geometry changed during each drift due to random effects of 277 

current and wind. Three of our eight recorders failed to record useable data, largely due to 278 

problems with underwater connectors, so results presented here will be from arrays with four or 279 

five nodes. 280 

 281 

FIG. 1.  Drifts of buoy recorders in the Catalina Basin (white lines).  Eight buoys were typically deployed 282 

in a 2 x 4 rectangular configuration separated by ~ 900 m (as exemplified by black and white circle 283 

symbols) and drifted northeast.  Black and white square symbols indicate localized Cuvier’s beaked 284 

whales (Table I). Drifts were designed to pass over two seafloor recorders (triangles) as part of a different 285 

study. 286 

 287 
 288 

One of the five functioning nodes (designated W-4) was based on the Griffiths and 289 

Barlow (2015; 2016) design for a drifting acoustic spar buoy recorder (DASBR v1). It used a 290 

Wildlife Acoustics SM2+Bat recorder mounted in a PVC spar buoy.  Stereo acoustic files were 291 

recorded continuously in 5-minute WAV-format files at a 192 kHz sample rate.  A Kevlar-292 

reinforced underwater Cat-5 cable (Falmat FMXCAT50000K12) connected two hydrophones (at 293 

~90 m and ~100 m depths) to the floating instrument package. The hydrophones (High Tech, 294 

Inc. HTI-96-min) had a sensitivity of -182 dB re:1V/µPa and a useable frequency range from 50 295 
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Hz to 140 kHz. A differential amplifier in the array added 34 dB of gain. Voltages from a 296 

pressure transducer near the hydrophones were recorded by the SM2+Bat recorder to measure 297 

depth.  A 30-m x 8-mm elastic cord was attached to the conducting cable to decouple the 298 

movement of the surface buoy from the hydrophones. The SM2+Bat signal conditioning settings 299 

were zero gain on both channels, a 3 Hz high-pass filter on Channel 0 (upper hydrophone) and a 300 

180 Hz high-pass filter on Channel 1 (lower hydrophone).   301 

 The other four functioning nodes (designated B-1 to B-4) used Wildlife Acoustics SM3M 302 

autonomous underwater recorders.  This configuration (DASBR v2) differed from the previous 303 

design in using submersible recorders and a nylon line rather than a near-surface SM2+Bat 304 

recorder and a conducting cable. The record duty cycle for the SM3M recorders included a 1-min 305 

stereo WAV file at the top of the hour at 96kHz (for quiet ocean noise measurements), a 5-min 306 

sleep period (to force the system clock to synchronize with the temperature-compensated clock), 307 

and 27 2-minute WAV files at 256 kHz sampling rate.  Two hydrophones (at ~105 m and ~115 308 

m depths) were attached to a nylon line and were connected to the SM3M recorder with 10-m 309 

cables.  The hydrophones (High Tech, Inc. HTI-96-min) had a sensitivity of -165 dB re:1V/µPa 310 

and a useable frequency range from 50 Hz to 140 kHz. A 30-m x 10 mm elastic cord was used 311 

immediately below the spar buoy to decouple the movement of the surface buoy from the 312 

hydrophones.  A 50-m x 6-mm nylon line was used below the elastic cord, and the SM3M and 313 

hydrophones were mounted to a 15-m x 10-mm nylon line below that.  The signal conditioning 314 

settings on the SM3M were 12 dB gain on both channels and a 2-Hz high-pass filter on both 315 

channels.   316 

 The overall configuration was similar for both the DASBR v1 and v2. Two Spot satellite 317 

geo-location devices (Gen3 and Trace models, used interchangeably) were mounted in the 318 

above-water section of the spar buoys to track and record GPS locations at intervals of 15-30 319 

minutes. The vertical array orientation was maintained with a 6.5 kg weight at the bottom of each 320 

array.  321 

 322 

D. Field studies 323 

 324 

 The array of DASBRs was deployed off southern California in the Catalina Basin from 325 

19 July to 1 August 2016. Instruments were initially deployed from the San Diego-based 75-ft 326 

dive boat Horizon. The array was repositioned 12 times, typically on a daily basis, to re-establish 327 

the array geometry using the 25-ft research vessel Vibrio from the University of Southern 328 

California’s Wrigley Marine Science Center.  The drifts (Fig. 1) were designed to pass over two 329 

High Frequency Acoustic Recorders (HARPs) that were deployed on the seafloor as part of a 330 

separate study to compare beaked whale detections among instruments. The midpoint of all drifts 331 

was 33.2° N and 118.6° W. Four DASBRs (W-1 to W-4) were removed for data downloading 332 

and maintenance from 25-27 July.  The other four (B-1 to B-4) were removed for data 333 

downloading and maintenance from 27 to 28 July. 334 

 335 
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E. Beaked whale identification and bearing angle estimation 336 

 337 

 Initial processing to identify beaked whale echolocation pulses and estimate direct-path 338 

vertical bearing angles used PAMGuard (Beta v1_15_03) open-source software
c
 (Gillespie et al. 339 

2008). Echolocation signals were detected using the PAMGuard energy-based click detector and 340 

were automatically classified by the PAMGuard click classifier into discrete categories based on 341 

peak frequency and the presence of a frequency upsweep (Keating and Barlow 2013). Direct-342 

path, vertical bearing angles were automatically estimated within PAMGuard from the TDOA of 343 

the same echolocation pulse on the two elements of the vertical hydrophone arrays which were 344 

estimated by cross-correlation of the waveform data. The vast majority of echolocation signals in 345 

this area were from dolphins (especially common dolphins which were seen frequently during 346 

our field operations). Pulses that were likely to be from Cuvier’s beaked whales were initially 347 

identified based on having a 22-24 kHz or 34-40 kHz peak frequency, at least occasional 348 

upsweeps as determined by the PAMGuard click classifier, and vertical bearing angles from 349 

below the array that were relatively consistent over several minutes. Consistent downward 350 

bearing angles were the most effective diagnostic for identifying beaked whale echolocation 351 

pulses in the presence of larger numbers of dolphin clicks. Characteristics of Cuvier’s beaked 352 

whale pulses in this area have been described by Baumann-Pickering et al. (2014). Likely 353 

Cuvier’s beaked whale detections were confirmed using four criteria: 1) presence of a clear 354 

upsweep in the Wigner plot of high SNR pulses, 2) presence of frequency peaks at 18, 22-24, 355 

and 34-40 kHz, 3) presence of a frequency valley or notch at 27 kHz, and 4) inter-pulse intervals 356 

greater than 250 msec. In some cases, context-specific information such as the presence of 357 

surface reflections and inter-pulse intervals were helpful in confirming species identification 358 

(Zimmer and Pavan 2008). Beaked whales were initially identified by independent analyses of 359 

all five DASBRs. If a beaked whale was confirmed on one or more DASBRs, data at that time 360 

from the remaining DASBRs were re-examined to determine whether a faint beaked whale may 361 

have been missed. 362 

 363 

 Surface-reflected signals from beaked whales are the sum of incoherent reflections off 364 

multiple wave faces, which reduces the precision of cross-correlation methods to estimate 365 

bearing angles. Therefore, the precise timing for surface-reflected signals was estimated using 366 

the Teager-Kaiser edge-detection approached developed by Barlow and Griffiths (2017). 367 

Vertical bearing angles for signals with strong surface reflections were estimated from the 368 

TDOA of direct-path and surface-reflected signals.   369 

 Estimated bearing angles were corrected for the expected sound speed profile for this 370 

month and area. The expected sound speed profile in the Catalina Basin in July at 49 discrete 371 

depths between 0 and 1,200m was estimated from temperature and salinity values in the U.S. 372 

Navy’s Generalized Digital Environmental Model (GDEM-V, version 3.0.1; Carnes 2009) using 373 

the Mackenzie approximation implemented in the function wasp in the package seewave (Sueur 374 

                                                           
c
 https://www.pamguard.org/ 
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et al. 2008) in R. Direct-path echolocation signals were initially processed in PAMGuard using a 375 

sound speed of 1,500 m s
-1

, and estimated direct-path bearing angles were adjusted for the 376 

expected sound speed at 100 m (1490 m s
-1

). The bearing angles for reflected signals were 377 

estimated based on the mean sound speed in the top 100 m of the water column (1,498 m s
-1

). 378 

Bearing angle corrections for sound diffraction were estimated using the ray-tracing algorithm in 379 

the Matlab™ function raytrace (Val Schmidt, University of New Hampshire, 2009) based on a 380 

beaked whale at an assumed 1,000-m depth and at apparent detection angles from 10° to 80° 381 

from straight down. The ray-tracing algorithm used interpolated sound speed values at 1-m depth 382 

intervals based on a smoothing spline (from the R package gam) fit to the above sound speed 383 

data at 49 discrete depths. Corrections for diffraction ranged from a low of 0.04° at a detection 384 

angle of 10° to a high of 1.19° at 80°. 385 

 386 

III. RESULTS 387 

 388 

 Individual DASBRs were deployed and retrieved 78 times during the 2-week project. The 389 

resulting drifts were towards the northwest and generally achieved the objective of drifting over 390 

the two seafloor recorders (Fig. 1). Average drift speeds were 0.76 km hr
-1

 (s.d. = 0.23 km hr
-1

) 391 

and, given that the drifts were opposite the direction of the prevailing NW winds, were primarily 392 

driven by ocean currents. Twenty-nine dives of Cuvier’s beaked whales were identified (see 393 

Table S1 in supplemental files
1
).  394 

 395 

A. Localization 396 

 397 

 On 23 occasions during eleven of the 29 detected dives, unambiguous localizations could 398 

be calculated based on surface reflections received on at least three DASBRs within a 2-min time 399 

window (Table I).  Localization was not possible for remaining 18 dives because surface 400 

reflections were not detected on at least three DASBRs within this time window. In some cases, 401 

two or three localizations were possible within a single dive. The mean estimated depths for 402 

these localizations is 977 m (sd = 171 m), and the estimated distances from the localization to the 403 

instruments range from 0.43 to 3.48 km (Table I). 404 

 405 

B. Tracking 406 

 407 

 Eight of the eleven dives that had localizations were selected for tracking (Table II). In 408 

one of those eight dives (AI), tracks of three individuals were sufficiently distinct to allow each 409 

to be tracked separately, for a total of ten dive tracks (Table II). In three cases, dives were 410 

rejected from analysis because they represented groups of animals whose individual detection 411 

angles could not be unambiguously discriminated. Other dives were rejected because they did 412 

not have an unambiguous localization from surface reflections or were too short (less than 9 413 
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minutes).  The sample includes dive segments from 9 to 32 min duration with an average of 21.4 414 

min (Table II). 415 

 Illustrated results are provided for the longest tracked dive (AP-1). The detection angles 416 

for the five vertical hydrophone arrays (Fig. 2) steadily decline from the start until 27 min. 417 

elapsed time, indicating that the whale and the DASBR array were getting closer. This is also 418 

seen in the estimated track (Fig. 3A).  At 27 min., the whale turns away from four of the vertical 419 

arrays but continues toward the fifth (Figs. 2-3). The three localizations from reflected angles are 420 

generally in good agreement (+/- 100 m) with the estimated track locations. The estimated depth 421 

during this track varied from 750-950 m. Swim speed during this dive approached 2.5 m s
-1

, and 422 

the mean speed (1.7 m s
-1

) was the fastest estimated for the ten tracks (Table II). 423 

 During track AP-1, the mean estimated angular correction for array tilt was 0.83° for the 424 

five DASBRs. If array tilt is assumed to be zero, the estimated track is shifted in space by ~0.5 425 

km at the beginning of the track, but this track error becomes almost trivial when the animal is 426 

closer to the recorders (Fig. 3B).  Without tilt correction, the track does not pass as near the 427 

localizations which are based on reflected angles (Fig. 3B). Also, in this case the initial depth is 428 

shallower (~600 m) and swimming speeds are lower without tilt correction.  429 

 The mean depth of all tracks is 967 m, but varies considerably among individual tracks 430 

(Fig. 4). The overall mean swim speed is 1.19 m s
-1

 with a range of 0.6 to 1.7 m s
-1 

among tracks 431 

(Table II). Swim directions show no obvious patterns and, in three cases, changed markedly 432 

during a dive (Fig. 5). The mean net horizontal speed (0.63 m s
-1

) is roughly half the mean swim 433 

speed. The angular corrections for array tilt have a mean absolute value of 1.6° (Table II). 434 

Detailed plots for all ten tracks are given in supplemental material
1
. 435 

 In one case (dive AI) tracks of multiple individuals were sufficiently distinct to allow 436 

each to be tracked individually
1
, and dives from three individuals (or tightly associated 437 

subgroups) in this “group dive” are included separately in the sample of ten tracked dives. Dive 438 

AI had the longest period of echolocation (53 min) of all the identified dives. Track AI-1 439 

consisted of a steep dive towards the bottom and ended at about the same time that tracks AI-2 440 

and AI-3 began, again as descents that ended at approximately 1,000-1,100 m depth.   441 

 442 

  443 
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FIG. 2.  Detection angles (relative to vertical) of beaked whale echolocation pulses measured from the 444 

TDOA from dive “AP-1” received by a vertical hydrophone array of each DASBR (filled symbols). 445 

Symbols and colors correspond to the same DASBR drifts illustrated in Fig. 3. Detection angles for 446 

reflected signals are circled and those for direct-path signals are not circled. Detection angles are averaged 447 

over 1-minute intervals and are not available for all minutes. (Color online) 448 

  449 
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FIG. 3.  DASBR drifts (colored lines) and estimated spatial tracks of a beaked whale (black line with 450 

error bars) during a 32-minute period of echolocation for dive AP-1 with (A) and without (B) correction 451 

for array tilt. Localizations based on surface reflections are illustrated as black triangles. Location error 452 

bars indicate two standard deviations from the Bayesian posterior distributions. Symbols shapes and 453 

colors at the start of each DASBR drift correspond to symbols in Fig. 2. Coordinates are for Zone 11 of 454 

the Universal Transverse Mercator system. (Color online) 455 

  456 
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FIG. 4. Estimated depths for ten tracked beaked whale dives. Labels indicate specific dives or segments 457 

of dives (Table II). Dashed black line indicates nominal seafloor depth in the Catalina Basin. (Color 458 

online) 459 

 460 
 461 

 462 

IV. DISCUSSION 463 

 464 

A. Swimming speed 465 

 466 

 The swimming speed of Cuvier’s beaked whales during foraging dives has not been 467 

directly measured from tagging studies, but rapid avoidance speeds were estimated as 2.6 and 3.1 468 

m s
-1

 (DeRuiter et al. 2013). The descent and ascent rates for a deep dive have been measured as 469 

1.5 and 0.7 m s
-1

 (respectively)  in the Ligurian Sea (Tyack et al. 2006) and 1.4 and 0.68 m s
-1

 470 

(respectively) off Hawaii (Baird et al. 2008); however, these are based on rates of change in 471 

depth and are not true swim speeds. From accelerometers within their tags, Tyack et al. (2006) 472 

estimate a mean decent angle of 72° and an ascent angle of 35° during deep dives.  Based on 473 

these, the expected swim speeds would be 1.5-1.6 m s
-1

 on descent and ~1.2 m s
-1

 on ascent. The 474 

Gassmann et al. (2015) tracking study estimated horizontal movement speeds ranging from 1 to 475 
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3 m s
-1

. The swim speeds estimated in our dive tracking study (mean = 1.18 m s
-1

) are consistent 476 

with those from these previous studies of foraging behavior and are much less than speeds that 477 

have been measured during avoidance behavior. However, our estimates of swim speeds are 478 

based on net movements in 1-min time intervals and do not include the potential of course 479 

changes within that interval which would result in a slight underestimate of true foraging speeds.  480 

 481 

FIG. 5. Track locations for ten tracked beaked whale dives relative to their start location (at the origin: 0, 482 

0). End locations are indicated with filled circles. Labels at end locations indicate specific dives or 483 

segments of dives (Table II). (Color online) 484 

 485 
 486 
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B. Foraging times 487 

 488 

 Because Cuvier’s beaked whales typically produce echolocation pulses only during deep 489 

dives (Tyack et al. 2006), the duration of a period of regular pulses can be used to infer the 490 

duration of a foraging bout. In this study, it is clear that echolocation pulses cannot always be 491 

received by all hydrophones, even at relatively close range. For dive AP-1 (Fig. 2), echolocation 492 

pulses were received more consistently after 10 minutes from the start, when the animal turned 493 

towards the drifting array of hydrophones. Pulse reception became intermittent again when the 494 

animal turned away from some hydrophones at 29 minutes. Because reception of echolocation 495 

pulses varies with animal orientation and range, we cannot precisely estimate foraging times with 496 

our data. 497 

 The expected duration of the foraging portion of a deep dive can be estimated from 498 

previous tagging studies. Acoustic tagging studies have shown that regular echolocation pulses 499 

start at an average depth of 457 m on descent and ends at a depth of 856 m on ascent. Based on 500 

mean descent and ascent rates of 1.45 and 0.69 m s
-1

 (averaged from the studies cited above), 501 

echolocation pulses would begin approximately 5.3 min after the start of a deep dive and would 502 

end approximately 20.7 min before the end of the dive. If the same pattern holds elsewhere, 503 

foraging times would be approximately 26 minutes less than deep dive times.  From tagging 504 

studies, the mean duration of deep dives has been estimated as 58 min (s.d. = 11 min) in the 505 

Ligurian Sea (Tyack et al. 2006), 68 min (s.d. = 9 min) off Hawaii (Baird et al. 2008), and 67 506 

min (s.d. = 6.9) off southern California (Schorr et al. 2014). Based on these total dive times, the 507 

expected time foraging would be 32, 42, and 41 min (respectively). Warren et al. (2017) directly 508 

measured the duration of echolocation bouts in California (35.1 min, s.d. = 9.1) and the Ligurian 509 

Sea (35.2 min, s.d. = 5.7). Most of the echolocation periods on dives in this study (17 of 29) were 510 

shorter than 20 minutes and likely represent fragments of dives when the animal’s range and 511 

orientation allowed detection of their echolocation signals. However, 8 of these 29 identified 512 

dives had echolocation periods longer than 30 minutes and represent a substantial portion of the 513 

expected foraging time during a deep dive. 514 

 515 

C. Dive depths 516 

 517 

 The mean value of maximum depth per dive for the ten tracks in our study (1,104 m) is 518 

similar to the mean for Cuvier’s beaked whale dives from tagging studies in the Ligurian Sea 519 

(1,070 m, Tyack et al. 2006), but is not as deep as measured for tagged whales off Hawaii (1,392 520 

m, Baird et al. 2008) and elsewhere off southern California (1,401 m, Schorr et al. 2014). Beaked 521 

whale dives in the Catalina Basin are constrained by the depth of that basin (~1,250 m), which 522 

explains some of this difference. Although some animals in this study were foraging on or near 523 

the bottom during at least a portion of their dive (dives AI-1, AR-1 and BL-1, Fig. 4), the 524 

majority of echolocation signals were not near the seafloor. Dives AI-1 and BL-1 appear to go 525 
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below the nominal seafloor depth (Fig. 4); however, the confidence limits of theses estimated 526 

depths include the estimated seafloor depth. 527 

 In our study, the mean depth of foraging is 967 m (s.d. = 112 m, s.e. = 35.4 m). In a study 528 

area only ~100 km south and in similar water depths, the Gassmann et al. (2015) study found a 529 

mean foraging depth of 1,041m (s.d. = 140.3 m, s.e. = 42.3 m, M. Gassmann, pers. comm.). 530 

Mean foraging depth has not been reported for tagged animals, but Baird et al. (2008) reports 531 

that the mean depth when deeper than 800 m in Hawaii is 1,282 m. DeAngelis et al. (2017) 532 

found an average depth for Cuvier’s beaked whales detected with towed arrays off the U.S. 533 

Atlantic coast to be 1,158 m (s.d. = 287 m). Acoustic tags in the Ligurian Sea (Tyack et al. 2006) 534 

and tracking studies using bottom-mounted hydrophones in Southern California (Gassmann et al. 535 

2015) show that Cuvier’s beaked whales start echolocation at a depth of ~500 m during their 536 

descent.  None of the localizations or tracks in our study were above 600 m and only two 537 

localizations were above 700 m. Although this may indicate that echolocation starts at deeper 538 

depths in our study area, this is likely an artifact of animal orientation.  The declination angle 539 

during descent has been estimated as 72° (Tyack et al. 2006), hence the main axis of their 540 

echolocation signals will be facing away from our hydrophones at 100-m depth. Near-surface 541 

hydrophones may simply be less likely to detect beaked whales during the descent phase of their 542 

deep dives.  543 

 544 

D. Foraging strategies 545 

 546 

 Few of the individuals in this study appear to concentrate their foraging on or near the 547 

seafloor. Clearly, the seafloor at 1,250 m is within the foraging depth range of Cuvier’s beaked 548 

whales; however, it appears to be used only occasionally by a few individuals. Similarly, 549 

Gassmann et al. (2015, their Fig. 6a) also showed that a Cuvier’s beaked whale in southern 550 

California spent most of its time foraging ~300-400 m above the seafloor. 551 

 Our tracking data show that beaked whales can be detected on near-surface hydrophones 552 

at horizontal ranges greater than 1 km even when their net direction of travel is away from the 553 

hydrophone (Fig. 3). Previous propagation modeling by Zimmer et al. (2008) indicated that off-554 

axis echolocation pulses are unlikely to be detected at slant ranges greater than 0.7 km. The most 555 

likely explanation for our observation is that beaked whales are not limiting their acoustic search 556 

to waters directly ahead of their net direction of travel. Our estimates of net horizontal speed of 557 

tracked whales is roughly half of their estimated swim speeds.  Although some whales traveled 558 

in relatively straight lines (Fig. 5), their net horizontal speeds were still less than their mean 559 

estimated swim speeds (Table II), likely because they are turning frequently while foraging and 560 

because swim speed can have a vertical vector component. The net direction of travel underwater 561 

appeared to be random with respect to the direction of the northwesterly surface currents (Fig. 5). 562 

At 0.63 m s
-1

, the net horizontal distance covered on a typical 40-minute foraging bout would be 563 

~1.5 km. 564 

 565 
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E. Group foraging behavior 566 

 567 

 In most groups of Cuvier’s beaked whales, individuals proved difficult to track because 568 

their detection angles plotted against time appeared so inter-braided that individuals could not be 569 

discriminated. In only one case (dive AI), detection angles appeared to be sufficiently distinct to 570 

identify three individuals or closely associated subgroups. At the one point in time when 571 

echolocation pulses from all three overlapped, they appeared to be separated by ~200-400 m. 572 

This dive period was the longest measured bout of echolocation (53 min), possibly because one 573 

subgroup (AI-1) began descending before the other two. The acoustic tracking by Gassmann et 574 

al. (2015) also showed separations of hundreds of meters between individuals within groups of 575 

Cuvier’s beaked whales, with occasional convergences of individuals during a dive. 576 

 Group foraging behavior could be better studied with a different study design. If 577 

recorders were precisely synchronized, individual echolocation pulses might localized and the 578 

methods using by Gassmann et al. (2015) could be used to assign pulses and locations to specific 579 

individuals. Given that individuals can be precisely localized from surface reflections, time 580 

synchronization among recorders may be possible using echolocation pulses as timing signals. 581 

 582 

F. Localization and tracking 583 

 584 

 This study has shown the feasibility of using echolocation pulses for localization and 585 

tracking of Cuvier’s beaked whales. The combination of localization using surface-reflected 586 

signals and tracking using the more frequent direct-path signals allows some degree of correction 587 

for array tilt that would otherwise bias the estimated whale locations. However, the approach 588 

used here is a rather crude approximation. Array tilt has two components: an absolute value and 589 

an azimuth relative to the direction of the animals. With our approach, we estimate a single tilt 590 

correction as an additive error in direct-path detection angle for each DASBR. In reality, that 591 

correction should depend on the bearing to the animal relative to the azimuth of the array tilt. 592 

This under-specification of the problem likely explains why one of the localizations in Fig. 3 593 

does not fall precisely on the estimated animal track. Ideally we would estimate both the absolute 594 

value and the azimuth of the array tilt, but we did not receive reflected signals often enough to 595 

allow estimation of both parameters. In the future, we recommend precisely measuring the 596 

absolute value of array tilt directly with 3D accelerometers fixed rigidly to each array and then 597 

estimating only the azimuth term in the tracking model. 598 

 Because surface-reflected signals were relatively rarely detected, reflected detection 599 

angles were averaged within a 2-minute time window to increase the sample size for localization 600 

and for correcting array tilt in the tracking algorithm. However, based on an average speed of 1.2 601 

m s
-1

, this introduces potential location errors of ~144 m. This factor, more than any other, likely 602 

determines the absolute track accuracy. For this reason, direct path angles were averaged over a 603 

shorter 1-minute time window. Although a shorter time window might improve relative accuracy 604 

of the track, the longer 2-minute window for reflected angles will still limit the absolute track 605 
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accuracy. Two approaches could improve track accuracy.  If array tilt could be eliminated by 606 

using heavier weights and larger sub-surface buoys, the need for reflected angles would be 607 

eliminated, and localization could be based solely on direct-path angles. Alternatively, a single 608 

recording hydrophone near the surface (say a 10-m depth) might be able to more frequently 609 

detect surface reflected signals and allow for a shorter averaging window. 610 

 611 

V. CONCLUSION 612 

 613 

 We have shown that acoustic localization and tracking using drifting near-surface 614 

hydrophones can be an alternative to tagging for the study of beaked whale diving behavior. 615 

Results from this study are generally consistent with results from tagging studies in southern 616 

California and other areas. We were able to measure diving behavior from ten tracks in a study 617 

that lasted just two weeks. A previous study (Gassmann et al. 2015) showed that beaked whales 618 

could also be tracked using bottom-mounted recorders. Many more echolocation pulses can be 619 

detected if the hydrophones are within the foraging plane of the whales (1,000-1,300 m depth) 620 

because more of the echolocation signals will be on-axis and detectable at greater distances. 621 

However, in most of the world’s oceans, the seafloor is much farther from this optimum foraging 622 

depth than is the surface, thus beaked whale tracking with near-surface hydrophones is more 623 

generally applicable to all the world’s oceans than tracking with bottom-mounted hydrophones. 624 

Our approach using near-surface hydrophones only requires measurement of declination angles 625 

and thus only requires pairs of hydrophones in a vertical array to be precisely time-synchronized. 626 

The Gassmann et al. (2015) method requires at least two 4-channel volumetric arrays that are 627 

precisely aligned and (internally) time-synchronized. Nested hydrophone arrays in both drifting 628 

and bottom-mounted configurations appear to be viable options for tracking beaked whale 629 

foraging behavior, and the optimum method is likely to vary with local conditions. 630 

Acoustic tracking cannot be viewed as a replacement for tagging studies. Tagging 631 

provides information about the diving behavior of beaked whales when they are not vocalizing, 632 

which acoustic tracking cannot do. Also, information from pressure sensors, accelerometers and 633 

magnetometers on tags provides much more detailed information on diving behavior than our 634 

tracking data. However, despite considerable tagging effort, tagging studies have been largely 635 

limited to a few of the 22 species of beaked whale. In part, this is because the other species either 636 

do not occur in calm, near shore areas where tagging is feasible or because they do not occur in 637 

high densities. Even in calm conditions in high density areas, one or two weeks of dedicated 638 

effort may be needed to place a tag on a single individual. 639 

 We hope that acoustic tracking will be used as an alternative to tagging to study beaked 640 

whale behavior for some of the species for which tagging has not been successful.  We do not 641 

know much about the diving habits of the vast majority of beaked whale species. Some only live 642 

in far offshore areas where surface conditions are often too rough for tagging. In such studies, 643 

additional effort should be considered to precisely time-synchronize the recorders and thereby 644 

obtain more information to allow tracking individuals within a group. 645 
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 In addition to their use in localization and tracking, drifting recording systems have many 646 

other uses in studies of cetacean behavior, distribution and abundance. In a larger-scale study, 647 

DASBRs have been used to identify a new beaked whale echolocation pulse type (Griffiths et al., 648 

in press) and to map the distribution of this and other known beaked whale pulse types in the 649 

California Current (Keating et al. 2018). Drifting buoy systems can be used to study distribution 650 

and relative abundance of cetaceans in ocean basins where seafloor hydrophone recorders are 651 

impractical or ineffective due to the depth of the seafloor. Ultimately, we hope to use drifting 652 

hydrophone recorders to estimate the density and abundance of beaked whales, sperm whales, 653 

and other cetacean species. 654 
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TABLE I. Localizations of Cuvier’s beaked whales from declination angles estimated from 

surface-reflected echolocation pulses. Latitude, longitude and depth are estimated by finding the 

best convergence of bearing angles from 3 or more drifting instruments. The minimum and 

maximum distances from the estimated location to the instruments are also given. Localizations 

from only three instruments are used only if unambiguously determined (only one solution at 

plausible depths >500m & less than the bottom depth). 

 

Dive 

Label 

# DASBRs 

with 

Surface 

Reflections 

UTC  

Date & Time Latitude Longitude 

Depth 

(m) 

Min. 

Distance 

(km) 

Max. 

Distance 

(km) 

AI-1 4 7/22/2016 3:57 33.252 -118.618 1191 1.40 2.49 

AI-2 4 7/22/2016 4:24 33.253 -118.610 952 1.42 2.54 

AJ-5 3 7/22/2016 6:28 33.247 -118.640 810 0.43 1.42 

AP-1 3 7/24/2016 6:16 33.270 -118.634 953 2.16 2.99 

AP-1 3 7/24/2016 6:21 33.265 -118.634 854 1.60 2.39 

AP-1 3 7/24/2016 6:23 33.264 -118.632 836 1.36 2.17 

AR-1 3 7/24/2016 20:30 33.156 -118.556 1193 2.07 3.10 

AS-1 4 7/24/2016 23:43 33.176 -118.568 734 1.88 3.45 

AW-1 3 7/25/2016 7:54 33.204 -118.633 959 2.52 3.44 

AW-1 3 7/25/2016 7:55 33.204 -118.634 925 2.50 3.41 

AW-1 3 7/25/2016 8:10 33.216 -118.632 840 1.70 3.43 

AY-1 4 7/25/2016 10:57 33.262 -118.674 1085 1.36 2.85 

AY-1 4 7/25/2016 11:08 33.259 -118.674 1067 1.34 2.48 

AY-1 5 7/25/2016 11:14 33.259 -118.666 1247 1.62 2.80 

AY-1 4 7/25/2016 11:20 33.257 -118.678 693 1.12 2.07 

BH-1 4 7/26/2016 9:19 33.226 -118.670 976 2.17 3.48 

BH-2 4 7/26/2016 9:39 33.225 -118.663 954 1.47 2.62 

BL-1 4 7/27/2016 8:11 33.255 -118.604 1169 1.22 2.53 

BL-1 4 7/27/2016 8:19 33.254 -118.608 1244 0.87 2.19 

BM-2 3 7/27/2016 11:11 33.275 -118.638 671 0.74 1.64 

BM-3 4 7/27/2016 11:15 33.263 -118.630 1136 1.03 2.16 

BS-1 4 7/29/2016 12:44 33.224 -118.653 1046 1.00 2.46 

BS-1 4 7/29/2016 13:07 33.226 -118.650 933 1.26 2.56 

  

Average 

  

977 1.49 2.64 

  

Standard 

Deviation 

  

171 0.54 0.57 

  

Standard Error 

  

36 0.11 0.12 

  

Maximum 

  

1247 2.52 3.48 

    Minimum     671 0.43 1.42 
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TABLE II. Summary statistics for each of ten dive tracks. The net distance traveled is based only on the beginning and ending position 

of a track, and the net horizontal speed is estimated as the net distance divided by the duration of the track.  The RMS angle error is 

the root-mean-squared difference between the observed direct path angles and those predicted by the fitted track and includes both 

systematic error due to array tilt and measurement error. 

Dive 

Duration 

(min) 

Mean 

Speed   

(m s
-1

) 

Mean 

Depth 

(m) 

Maximum 

Depth (m) 

Net 

Distance 

Traveled 

(km) 

Net 

Horizontal 

Speed        

(m s
-1

) 

Mean 

Absolute 

Tilt 

Correction 

(deg) 

RMS 

Angle 

 Error 

(deg) 

AI-1 11 1.18 1035 1323 0.19 0.29 2.22 2.52 

AI-2 26 0.64 945 1085 0.79 0.51 1.80 1.92 

AI-3 26 0.87 902 1040 0.38 0.24 2.39 3.30 

AP-1 32 1.69 879 984 1.59 0.83 0.83 1.02 

AR-1 19 1.26 1038 1222 0.96 0.84 1.09 1.37 

AS-1 24 0.70 935 984 0.40 0.28 1.11 1.17 

AW-1 25 1.57 865 952 1.56 1.04 1.04 1.50 

BH-1 11 1.28 911 1001 0.61 0.93 2.46 3.13 

BL-1 9 1.14 1240 1286 0.49 0.92 1.14 1.73 

BS-1 31 1.61 916 1168 0.71 0.38 2.22 2.39 

mean 21.4 1.19 967 1104 0.77 0.63 1.63 2.01 

s.d. 8.4 0.37 112 136 0.48 0.31 0.65 0.80 
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Figure Captions 

FIG. 1.  Drifts of buoy recorders in the Catalina Basin (white lines).  Eight buoys were typically 

deployed in a 2 x 4 rectangular configuration separated by ~ 900 m (as exemplified by black and 

white circle symbols) and drifted northeast.  Black and white square symbols indicate localized 

Cuvier’s beaked whales (Table I). Drifts were designed to pass over two seafloor recorders 

(triangles) as part of a different study. 

 

FIG. 2.  Detection angles (relative to vertical) measured from the TDOA from dive “AP-1” 

received by a vertical hydrophone array of each DASBR (filled symbols). Symbols and colors 

correspond to the same DASBR drifts illustrated in Fig. 3. Detection angles for reflected signals 

are circled and those for direct-path signals are not circled. Detection angles are averaged over 1-

minute intervals and are not available for all minutes. (Color online) 

 

FIG. 3.  DASBR drifts (colored lines) and estimated spatial tracks of beaked whales (black line 

with error bars) during a 32-minute period of echolocation for dive AP-1 with (A) and without 

(B) correction for array tilt. Localizations based on surface reflections are illustrated as black 

triangles. Location error bars indicate two standard deviations from the Bayesian posterior 

distributions. Symbols and colors at the start of each DASBR drift correspond to symbols in Fig. 

2. Coordinates are for Zone 11 of the Universal Transverse Mercator system. (Color online) 

 

FIG. 4. Estimated depths for ten tracked beaked whale dives. Labels indicate specific dives or 

segments of dives (Table II). (Color online) 

FIG. 5. Track locations for ten tracked beaked whale dives relative to their start location (at the 

origin: 0, 0). End locations are indicated with filled circles. Labels at end locations indicate 

specific dives or segments of dives (Table II). (Color online) 
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Supplementary Material 1 

Fitting state-space models by MCMC using OpenBugs 

State-space models describe the state of a complex dynamic system, for example the location 

in space of a moving object. Often the state cannot be measured directly without error 

(described as a hidden state), but aspects related to that state can be measured. In our 

example, the state is the location of an echo-locating beaked whale as it dives and forages. The 

data that provide information about that state are the declination angles to the whales 

(measured from the time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) of an echolocation pulse on two 

hydrophones in a drifting vertical array or from the TDOA of a pulse and its surface reflection 

arriving on a single hydrophone) and the locations where these angles were measured. 

Historically, state-space models have been fit to data using three methods:  Kalman filters, 

Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC, often referred to as a particle filter), and Markov Chain Monte 

Carlo (MCMC), although hybrid methods are now being developed (Andrieu et al. 2010). Here I 

provide a brief, simplified description of these three approaches. Kalman filters (Kalman 1996) 

were developed first and require the least processing power. In a Kalman filter, a complex non-

linear motion problem is linearized using a Taylor-series approximation, and parameters are fit 

using linear least-squares methods. Measurement errors in a Kalman filter model are assumed 

to have a Gaussian distribution. In a typical real-time application, such as rocket tracking, 

previous data are used to estimate a current state. SMC (Del Moral et al. 2008) is similar in that 

it is applied sequentially to estimate a state based on previous states but is more general than 

the Kalman filter and allows for non-Gaussian error distributions. Unlike the Kalman filter, SMC 

is considered to be a Bayesian method in that inferences are based on posterior densities.  In 

SMC, posterior densities are approximated sequentially using previous data (Andrieu et al. 

2010). Posterior densities are built from distributions of many samples (particles).  MCMC is 

similar in being Bayesian, in inferring states based on posterior distributions that are built of 

many samples, and in accommodating non-Gaussian error distributions. However, MCMC 

model fitting is not sequential and subsequent data can provide information on a previous 

state. Clearly SMC and MCMC are closely related, but the MCMC approach can be considered a 

simultaneous fit to all data rather than a sequential fit to previous data. SMC methods are 

much faster than MCMC methods, but do not use as much information. Because processing 

speed was not a primary consideration for our analyses, we chose to use the MCMC method. 

OpenBUGS is an open-source, free software package for fitting MCMC modelsd.  It evolved from 

a similar Microsoft Windows based package called WinBUGS (Lunn et al. 2009). Both use Gibbs 

samplers for analyzing the specified model. The input to this software is a statistical model 

                                                           
d
 http://www.openbugs.net/ 
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specification language called BUGS, which is similar to that used previously in WinBUGS. Our 

BUGS model specification is given in Supplemental 2. 
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Supplementary Material 2 

BUGS model specification for whale tracking using detection angles. 

#NOTE: this version works OK, used in publication 

# sd in angles from Barlow & Griffiths 

model track { 

  pi<- 3.1415926535 

  twopi<- pi*2 

 

# initial location of whale (km) based on normal prior (NOTE: depth is positive) 

  sdXY<- 1 

  sdZ<- 0.3 

  tauXY<- pow(sdXY,-2) 

  tauZ<-  pow(sdZ,-2) 

  x[1]~ dnorm(startEasting,tauXY) 

  y[1]~ dnorm(startNorthing,tauXY) 

  z[1]~ dnorm(startDepth,tauZ)  

 

# intitial whale speed (m / sec), speed is limited to biologically feasible 

  Speed[1]~ dunif(0.25,3.5) 

 

# initial pitch is random half-circle; zero is straight down; time step is 60 sec 

  Pitch[1]~ dunif(0,pi) 

 

# initial direction is random cicular in xy plane 

  Heading[1]~ dunif(0,twopi) 

 

# initial velocity vectors (km per 60 sec time step) from speed, pitch and heading 

  vz[1]<-    Speed[1] * (60/1000) * cos(Pitch[1]) 

  xySpeed[1]<- Speed[1] * sin(Pitch[1])   

  vx[1]<- xySpeed[1] * (60/1000) * cos(Heading[1]) 

  vy[1]<- xySpeed[1] * (60/1000) * sin(Heading[1]) 

 

# whale location (km) based on previous time and velocity (per time step) 

  for (iTime in 1:(nTime-1)) { 

    x[iTime+1]<- x[iTime] + vx[iTime] 

    y[iTime+1]<- y[iTime] + vy[iTime] 

    z[iTime+1]<- z[iTime] + vz[iTime]     

  } 

   

# movement xyz-velocity model standard deviations 

  sdSpeed~   dunif(0.1,1.0)  

  sdHeading~ dunif(0.05,1.0) 

  sdPitch~   dunif(0,1.5) 

  tauSpeed<-   pow(sdSpeed,-2) 

  tauHeading<- pow(sdHeading,-2) 

  tauPitch<-   pow(sdPitch,-2) 

 

  for (iTime in 1:(nTime-1)) { 

 

# pitch & heading & speed based on previous values plus deltas 

    Pitch[iTime+1]~    dnorm(Pitch[iTime],tauPitch)T(0,pi) 

    Heading[iTime+1]~  dnorm(Heading[iTime],tauHeading) 
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    Speed[iTime+1]~    dnorm(Speed[iTime],tauSpeed)T(0.25,3.5) 

     

# horizontal speed based on total speed and pitch 

    xySpeed[iTime+1]<- Speed[iTime+1] * sin(Pitch[iTime+1])   

 

# velocities (in km per 60 sec time step) from speeds, heading, and pitch angle 

    vz[iTime+1]<-   Speed[iTime+1] * (60/1000) * cos(Pitch[iTime+1]) 

    vx[iTime+1]<- xySpeed[iTime+1] * (60/1000) * cos(Heading[iTime+1]) 

    vy[iTime+1]<- xySpeed[iTime+1] * (60/1000) * sin(Heading[iTime+1]) 

 

  } 

 

# apparent array tilt for each DASBR instrument (select between two options) 

#Option 1: if no surface reflections, eliminate tilt estimation by making it trivial 

  sdTilt[1]<- 0.001 * pi / 180 

#Option 2: if surface reflections are available, estimate array tilt 

  sdTilt[2]<- 5 * pi / 180         

#Select option: test if SurfRefl variable is 1 or -1 (if statements are not allowed) 

  EstTilt<- 1 + step(SurfRefl)      

  tauTilt<- pow(sdTilt[EstTilt],-2) 

#tilt correction for each DASBR instrument if surf reflections are available 

  for (iDASBR in 1:nDASBR) { 

    Tilt[iDASBR]~ dnorm(0,tauTilt)  #normal prior with zero mean  

  } 

 

# goodness of fit for predicted to observed declination angles 

  tauAngle<- pow(0.8*pi/180,-2)     #informative based on Barlow&Griffiths study 

sd=0.8 deg 

  tauReflAngle<- pow(0.1*pi/180,-2)  #informative based on Barlow&Griffiths study 

sd=0.1 deg 

   

  for (iDASBR in 1:nDASBR) { 

    for (iTime in 1:nTime) { 

  # calculate horizontal range to each DASBR instrument 

      range[iTime,iDASBR]<- sqrt(pow((x[iTime]-x_DASBR[iTime,iDASBR]),2) + 

pow((y[iTime]-y_DASBR[iTime,iDASBR]),2))  

  # direct path goodness of fit 

      predAngl[iTime,iDASBR]<- arctan(range[iTime,iDASBR]/(z[iTime]-

z_DASBR[iTime,iDASBR])) + Tilt[iDASBR] 

      obsAngl[iTime,iDASBR]~   dnorm(predAngl[iTime,iDASBR],tauAngle) 

  # reflected angles goodness of fit 

      predReflAngl[iTime,iDASBR]<- arctan(range[iTime,iDASBR]/(z[iTime])) 

      ReflAngl[iTime,iDASBR]~ dnorm(predReflAngl[iTime,iDASBR],tauReflAngle) 

    } 

  } 

}  
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Supplementary Material 3.  Table of all Ziphius dives detected acoustically 

Table S1. Detection of distinct echolocation periods (dives) for Cuvier’s beaked whales detected 

on drifting acoustic recorders. Echolocation duration is the time from the first to the last pulse in 

what is interpreted to be a single foraging dive (often with multiple animals). Time since the 

previous dive ended is not calculated (n/c) for the first dive on each deployment. The number of 

DASBR instruments that detected each dive is also given. Highlighted dives are used for 

localization (Table I in the published version). 

Dive 

Label Deployment Start Time (UTC) End Time (UTC) 

Echolocation 

Duration 

(min) 

Time Since 

Previous Dive 

Ended (min) 

# 

DASBRs 

AA 1 7/19/2016 17:52 7/19/2016 17:54 1.77 n/c 3 

AB 1 7/19/2016 19:18 7/19/2016 20:08 49.57 84.25 4 

AC 1 7/19/2016 21:16 7/19/2016 21:22 5.43 68.83 3 

AD 1 7/19/2016 23:41 7/19/2016 23:59 18.22 139.15 2 

AE 1 7/20/2016 5:24 7/20/2016 5:35 11.27 324.72 2 

AG 1 7/20/2016 12:41 7/20/2016 12:54 12.13 426.37 2 

AH 3 7/21/2016 20:20 7/21/2016 20:20 0.10 n/c 2 

AI 3 7/22/2016 3:48 7/22/2016 4:41 53.27 448.18 5 

AJ 3 7/22/2016 6:19 7/22/2016 6:47 27.80 97.73 4 

AN 4 7/23/2016 7:51 7/23/2016 7:53 1.73 n/c 2 

AO 4 7/23/2016 14:34 7/23/2016 14:49 14.95 400.95 1 

AP 5 7/24/2016 6:09 7/24/2016 6:45 35.45 n/c 5 

AR 6 7/24/2016 20:28 7/24/2016 20:56 27.67 n/c 5 

AS 6 7/24/2016 23:05 7/24/2016 23:45 39.22 129.78 4 

AT 6 7/25/2016 3:49 7/25/2016 4:11 22.47 244.30 2 

AU 6 7/25/2016 5:14 7/25/2016 5:18 4.08 62.45 2 

AV 6 7/25/2016 6:09 7/25/2016 6:27 18.20 50.73 3 

AW 6 7/25/2016 7:50 7/25/2016 8:11 20.68 82.95 4 

AX 6 7/25/2016 9:10 7/25/2016 9:18 7.48 59.77 3 

AY 6 7/25/2016 10:53 7/25/2016 11:30 36.50 95.48 5 

BH 7 7/26/2016 9:18 7/26/2016 10:00 41.98 n/c 4 

BJ 8 7/27/2016 4:35 7/27/2016 4:47 12.62 n/c 2 

BL 8 7/27/2016 8:10 7/27/2016 8:20 10.17 202.47 4 

BM 8 7/27/2016 11:06 7/27/2016 11:17 11.53 165.53 4 

BN 9 7/28/2016 2:30 7/28/2016 2:32 2.28 n/c 3 

BO 9 7/28/2016 4:32 7/28/2016 4:41 8.85 119.67 2 

BP 9 7/28/2016 7:08 7/28/2016 7:16 8.17 147.67 2 

BQ 9 7/28/2016 10:35 7/28/2016 11:10 34.80 198.62 2 

BS 10 7/29/2016 12:41 7/29/2016 13:14 32.37 n/c 5 
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Supplementary Material 4.  Additional figures. 

FIG. S1. Estimated speeds through the water for ten tracked beaked whale dives. Labels and 

colors indicate specific dives or segments of dives (Table II). 
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Supplementary Material 4.  Additional figures. 

FIG. S2. Detection angle data, estimated location track, estimated depth and estimated speed 

through the water for track AI-1. See figure captions for Fig. 2, 3, 5, and S1 for detailed 

explanation of each panel. Error bars are two standard deviations in the posterior distribution. 
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Supplementary Material 4.  Additional figures. 

FIG. S3. Detection angle data, estimated location track, estimated depth and estimated speed 

through the water for track AI-2. See figure captions for Fig. 2, 3, 5, and S1 for detailed 

explanation of each panel. Error bars are two standard deviations in the posterior distribution.
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Supplementary Material 4.  Additional figures. 

FIG. S4. Detection angle data, estimated location track, estimated depth and estimated speed 

through the water for track AI-3. See figure captions for Fig. 2, 3, 5, and S1 for detailed 

explanation of each panel. Error bars are two standard deviations in the posterior distribution.
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Supplementary Material 4.  Additional figures. 

FIG. S5. Detection angle data, estimated location track, estimated depth and estimated speed 

through the water for track AP-1. See figure captions for Fig. 2, 3, 5, and S1 for detailed 

explanation of each panel. Error bars are two standard deviations in the posterior distribution.
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Supplementary Material 4.  Additional figures. 

FIG. S6. Detection angle data, estimated location track, estimated depth and estimated speed 

through the water for track AR-1. See figure captions for Fig. 2, 3, 5, and S1 for detailed 

explanation of each panel. Error bars are two standard deviations in the posterior distribution.
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Supplementary Material 4.  Additional figures. 

FIG. S7. Detection angle data, estimated location track, estimated depth and estimated speed 

through the water for track AS-1. See figure captions for Fig. 2, 3, 5, and S1 for detailed 

explanation of each panel. Error bars are two standard deviations in the posterior distribution. 
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Supplementary Material 4.  Additional figures. 

FIG. S8. Detection angle data, estimated location track, estimated depth and estimated speed 

through the water for track AW-1. See figure captions for Fig. 2, 3, 5, and S1 for detailed 

explanation of each panel. Error bars are two standard deviations in the posterior distribution.
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Supplementary Material 4.  Additional figures. 

FIG. S9. Detection angle data, estimated location track, estimated depth and estimated speed 

through the water for track BH-1. See figure captions for Fig. 2, 3, 5, and S1 for detailed 

explanation of each panel. Error bars are two standard deviations in the posterior distribution.
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Supplementary Material 4.  Additional figures. 

FIG. S10. Detection angle data, estimated location track, estimated depth and estimated speed 

through the water for track BL-1. See figure captions for Fig. 2, 3, 5, and S1 for detailed 

explanation of each panel. Error bars are two standard deviations in the posterior distribution.
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Supplementary Material 4.  Additional figures. 

FIG. S11. Detection angle data, estimated location track, estimated depth and estimated speed 

through the water for track BS-1. See figure captions for Fig. 2, 3, 5, and S1 for detailed 

explanation of each panel. Error bars are two standard deviations in the posterior distribution.
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Supplementary Material 5.  Track location output. 

Table S2. Estimated 3D location for each minute of ten dive tracks. Easting and Northing are 

Universal Transverse Coordinates for Zone 11. 

Dive 
Label 

UTC  
Date & Time 

Easting 
(Km) 

Northing 
(Km) 

Depth 
(Km) 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:48 349.050 3680.427 0.731 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:49 349.073 3680.445 0.769 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:50 349.095 3680.452 0.835 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:51 349.120 3680.457 0.901 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:52 349.143 3680.456 0.967 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:53 349.164 3680.451 1.032 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:54 349.184 3680.443 1.084 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:55 349.200 3680.436 1.125 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:56 349.212 3680.429 1.170 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:57 349.222 3680.420 1.215 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:58 349.233 3680.410 1.266 

AI-1 7/22/2016 3:59 349.242 3680.394 1.323 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:06 349.449 3680.564 0.861 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:07 349.476 3680.577 0.859 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:08 349.506 3680.587 0.869 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:09 349.538 3680.596 0.876 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:10 349.568 3680.603 0.869 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:11 349.601 3680.607 0.870 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:12 349.634 3680.608 0.875 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:13 349.669 3680.606 0.882 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:14 349.706 3680.600 0.895 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:15 349.742 3680.592 0.912 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:16 349.781 3680.585 0.920 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:17 349.815 3680.578 0.921 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:18 349.849 3680.571 0.928 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:19 349.881 3680.564 0.936 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:20 349.912 3680.558 0.939 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:21 349.936 3680.554 0.935 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:22 349.963 3680.549 0.945 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:23 349.992 3680.545 0.957 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:24 350.019 3680.542 0.966 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:25 350.043 3680.536 0.980 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:26 350.066 3680.530 0.999 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:27 350.089 3680.523 1.020 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:28 350.116 3680.517 1.041 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:29 350.145 3680.515 1.051 
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AI-2 7/22/2016 4:30 350.174 3680.514 1.058 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:31 350.206 3680.512 1.071 

AI-2 7/22/2016 4:32 350.240 3680.510 1.085 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:06 349.986 3680.816 0.703 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:07 349.989 3680.820 0.735 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:08 349.992 3680.823 0.759 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:09 349.997 3680.825 0.780 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:10 350.000 3680.824 0.806 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:11 350.002 3680.823 0.825 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:12 350.005 3680.824 0.842 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:13 350.011 3680.823 0.855 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:14 350.022 3680.821 0.865 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:15 350.038 3680.817 0.865 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:16 350.057 3680.805 0.869 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:17 350.079 3680.785 0.895 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:18 350.098 3680.756 0.934 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:19 350.094 3680.717 0.953 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:20 350.070 3680.681 0.960 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:21 350.041 3680.650 0.958 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:22 350.013 3680.617 0.954 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:23 350.005 3680.578 0.962 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:24 350.018 3680.541 0.966 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:25 350.043 3680.511 0.958 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:26 350.084 3680.492 0.954 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:27 350.142 3680.482 0.988 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:28 350.192 3680.500 0.997 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:29 350.224 3680.533 0.984 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:30 350.248 3680.572 0.959 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:31 350.282 3680.598 0.976 

AI-3 7/22/2016 4:32 350.293 3680.592 1.040 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:09 347.347 3682.007 0.758 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:10 347.389 3682.062 0.783 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:11 347.429 3682.111 0.810 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:12 347.470 3682.152 0.838 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:13 347.504 3682.197 0.859 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:14 347.563 3682.219 0.878 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:15 347.625 3682.232 0.887 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:16 347.688 3682.210 0.892 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:17 347.725 3682.165 0.886 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:18 347.742 3682.106 0.875 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:19 347.761 3682.039 0.866 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:20 347.801 3681.968 0.863 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:21 347.842 3681.900 0.857 
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AP-1 7/24/2016 6:22 347.914 3681.831 0.852 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:23 348.007 3681.783 0.845 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:24 348.082 3681.690 0.862 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:25 348.152 3681.613 0.865 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:26 348.205 3681.536 0.861 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:27 348.222 3681.447 0.862 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:28 348.213 3681.351 0.870 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:29 348.219 3681.255 0.888 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:30 348.302 3681.239 0.912 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:31 348.216 3681.189 0.932 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:32 348.145 3681.092 0.941 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:33 348.144 3680.965 0.955 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:34 348.184 3680.836 0.984 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:35 348.211 3680.723 0.975 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:36 348.171 3680.644 0.939 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:37 348.084 3680.616 0.898 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:38 347.988 3680.579 0.873 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:39 347.879 3680.574 0.870 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:40 347.807 3680.519 0.888 

AP-1 7/24/2016 6:41 347.762 3680.476 0.903 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:28 355.019 3669.651 1.222 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:29 354.979 3669.659 1.216 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:30 354.936 3669.661 1.196 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:31 354.889 3669.659 1.178 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:32 354.838 3669.653 1.158 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:33 354.785 3669.644 1.135 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:34 354.732 3669.634 1.112 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:35 354.676 3669.625 1.095 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:36 354.621 3669.620 1.085 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:37 354.569 3669.621 1.091 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:38 354.516 3669.621 1.089 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:39 354.460 3669.616 1.069 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:40 354.404 3669.602 1.021 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:41 354.347 3669.585 0.972 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:42 354.292 3669.572 0.920 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:43 354.236 3669.567 0.876 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:44 354.187 3669.570 0.875 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:45 354.141 3669.571 0.843 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:46 354.099 3669.574 0.813 

AR-1 7/24/2016 20:47 354.061 3669.580 0.796 
AS-1 7/24/2016 23:21 354.360 3670.986 0.951 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:22 354.353 3670.991 0.925 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:23 354.345 3670.996 0.902 
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AS-1 7/24/2016 23:24 354.335 3671.002 0.887 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:25 354.322 3671.011 0.883 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:26 354.306 3671.021 0.897 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:27 354.290 3671.032 0.919 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:28 354.272 3671.044 0.945 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:29 354.252 3671.057 0.968 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:30 354.232 3671.068 0.984 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:31 354.214 3671.076 0.973 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:32 354.202 3671.078 0.945 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:33 354.190 3671.083 0.922 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:34 354.176 3671.090 0.910 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:35 354.162 3671.098 0.905 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:36 354.147 3671.107 0.904 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:37 354.131 3671.116 0.901 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:38 354.115 3671.126 0.908 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:39 354.100 3671.138 0.925 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:40 354.084 3671.150 0.945 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:41 354.070 3671.161 0.963 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:42 354.056 3671.171 0.972 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:43 354.041 3671.180 0.978 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:44 354.027 3671.188 0.978 

AS-1 7/24/2016 23:45 354.014 3671.196 0.980 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:45 347.936 3674.688 0.780 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:46 347.919 3674.725 0.795 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:47 347.905 3674.763 0.834 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:48 347.886 3674.809 0.835 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:49 347.870 3674.849 0.805 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:50 347.850 3674.894 0.793 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:51 347.828 3674.940 0.838 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:52 347.804 3674.986 0.879 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:53 347.784 3675.029 0.940 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:54 347.763 3675.077 0.952 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:55 347.747 3675.118 0.917 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:56 347.734 3675.168 0.905 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:57 347.723 3675.218 0.903 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:58 347.717 3675.274 0.890 

AW-1 7/25/2016 7:59 347.716 3675.336 0.878 

AW-1 7/25/2016 8:00 347.718 3675.404 0.855 

AW-1 7/25/2016 8:01 347.721 3675.481 0.842 

AW-1 7/25/2016 8:02 347.725 3675.558 0.847 

AW-1 7/25/2016 8:03 347.734 3675.637 0.874 

AW-1 7/25/2016 8:04 347.742 3675.717 0.901 
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AW-1 7/25/2016 8:05 347.753 3675.793 0.895 

AW-1 7/25/2016 8:06 347.769 3675.869 0.893 

AW-1 7/25/2016 8:07 347.790 3675.961 0.893 

AW-1 7/25/2016 8:08 347.811 3676.044 0.841 

AW-1 7/25/2016 8:09 347.833 3676.144 0.861 

AW-1 7/25/2016 8:10 347.855 3676.242 0.858 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:18 344.387 3677.569 1.001 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:19 344.408 3677.609 0.978 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:20 344.430 3677.649 0.953 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:21 344.454 3677.690 0.927 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:22 344.483 3677.733 0.908 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:23 344.516 3677.776 0.893 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:24 344.553 3677.818 0.875 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:25 344.596 3677.855 0.858 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:26 344.652 3677.890 0.856 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:27 344.720 3677.918 0.869 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:28 344.792 3677.937 0.891 

BH-1 7/26/2016 9:29 344.865 3677.951 0.927 

BL-1 7/27/2016 8:10 350.657 3680.746 1.185 

BL-1 7/27/2016 8:11 350.625 3680.735 1.199 

BL-1 7/27/2016 8:12 350.596 3680.723 1.207 

BL-1 7/27/2016 8:13 350.561 3680.707 1.218 

BL-1 7/27/2016 8:14 350.510 3680.686 1.245 

BL-1 7/27/2016 8:15 350.450 3680.666 1.267 

BL-1 7/27/2016 8:16 350.382 3680.649 1.278 

BL-1 7/27/2016 8:17 350.304 3680.638 1.286 

BL-1 7/27/2016 8:18 350.232 3680.632 1.274 

BL-1 7/27/2016 8:19 350.177 3680.630 1.243 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:40 346.290 3677.011 0.978 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:41 346.255 3677.099 1.128 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:42 346.207 3677.212 1.168 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:43 346.115 3677.281 1.110 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:44 345.997 3677.332 1.043 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:45 345.945 3677.409 1.007 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:46 345.923 3677.493 0.995 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:47 345.892 3677.567 1.001 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:48 345.860 3677.595 0.990 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:49 345.834 3677.595 0.971 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:50 345.824 3677.576 0.943 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:51 345.827 3677.558 0.915 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:52 345.842 3677.542 0.895 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:53 345.869 3677.526 0.876 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:54 345.906 3677.504 0.856 
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BS-1 7/29/2016 12:55 345.949 3677.465 0.811 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:56 345.993 3677.419 0.767 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:57 346.034 3677.381 0.741 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:58 346.063 3677.370 0.761 

BS-1 7/29/2016 12:59 346.088 3677.370 0.804 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:00 346.120 3677.352 0.832 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:01 346.134 3677.337 0.874 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:02 346.143 3677.321 0.906 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:03 346.129 3677.339 0.949 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:04 346.130 3677.378 0.991 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:05 346.154 3677.431 1.012 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:06 346.206 3677.483 0.977 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:07 346.242 3677.575 0.930 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:08 346.218 3677.635 0.855 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:09 346.187 3677.670 0.790 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:10 346.168 3677.686 0.732 

BS-1 7/29/2016 13:11 346.145 3677.704 0.708 
 


